Resolution 2018-01 - Banning the Use of Lead in Ammunition and Fishing Gear.
Submitted by the Bulkley Valley Naturalists
Motion:
Whereas the Canadian government has taken action to protect Canadians from lead exposure by
stopping the use of lead in gasoline and paint;
Whereas Environment Canada banned the use of lead shot for hunting most migratory game bird
species in 1999;
Whereas lead shot and ammunition and lead fishing gear continue to be allowed for fishing and hunting
activities that do not involve migratory game bird species;
Whereas scientific studies show that the continued use of lead-based ammunition and fishing gear
poses significant health risks to humans and wildlife;1
Whereas research shows that lead causes harm at far lower levels of exposure than was previously
recognized and the World Health Organization has concluded that there is “no known level of lead
exposure that is considered safe”;2
Whereas a statement released by scientists and health experts in the United States in 2013 notes that
lead hunting ammunition poses a serious danger to people and wildlife and should be phased out;3
Whereas the Centre for Biological Diversity, the American Bird Conservancy, and other conservation,
hunting, and veterinarian groups in the United States have submitted a Petition to the US Environmental
Protection Agency, which provides detailed scientific evidence on harm caused to wildlife and humans
by the use of lead shot, bullets, and fishing sinkers and calls for them to be banned under the US Toxic
Substances Control Act;4
Whereas research has determined that ingestion of small lead fishing sinkers and jigs is a major cause of
death in breeding common loons in eastern Canada and the United States;5
Whereas non-lead ammunition and non-lead fishing jigs and lures are available, are effective and cost
only slightly more;6
Whereas in 2004, Canada's Minister of the Environment announced the government's intention to
prohibit the import, manufacture and sale of lead fishing weights in Canada;7
Whereas the state of California is phasing in a ban on lead ammunition by 2019 and many EU countries
and U.S. states have restrictions on the use of lead ammunition and lead in fishing gear.
Whereas Denmark has moved to ban lead ammunition.
Be it resolved that BC Nature call on the Canadian government to:
 Take action to eliminate the use of lead in ammunition and fishing gear.
 Collaborate with indigenous communities, the provinces, non-governmental organizations and
commercial interests, to introduce an action plan to phase out the use of lead in ammunition
and fishing gear.
 Initiate an educational strategy and a fund to assist in the transition to non-lead ammunition and

fishing gear.
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